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Legal Compliance

 Export Control Compliance

Accelink has maintained an enduring commitment to complying with the laws,

regulations, and regulatory provisions of the nations and regions entangled in its

operations. We have erected a mature and sustainable export control compliance

system, conforming to industry practice, identifying export control compliance risks

comprehensively, and actualizing management and oversight of business processes.

We intermittently organize multi-level, comprehensive export control compliance

training to perpetually enhance the compliance awareness of all employees. The

Company will strictly adhere to the export control compliance requirements, honor its

compliance commitments to partners, and actively shoulder the Company's export

control compliance obligations.

 Data Software Compliance

Accelink has erected an information security management system in accordance with

the Cybersecurity Law, Data Security Law, Personal Information Protection Law, and

relevant national standards to safeguard the Company's network information security,

assure effective protection of data and information with business partners and other

interested parties, and ascertain that employees' online behaviors, data utilization,

and software use are legal and compliant. We champion the implementation of the

policy of "proactive prevention, compliance and controllability, information security,

and customer satisfaction" through the execution of a network security responsibility

system and a business continuity assurance plan.

 Intellectual Property Compliance

Accelink intensifies its commitment to intellectual property protection as it's not only

crucial to safeguard enterprise's legal rights and interests, but it's also an inherent
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requirement to promote the construction of an innovative country and drive

high-quality development. We've integrated the consciousness of intellectual property

risk prevention into our scientific research, production, and operation activities to

prevent any loss and infringement of intellectual property rights. As per the

Company's strategic development planning, we concentrate on sustainable

high-quality development goals, in alignment with our actual situation, to push forward

the policy implementation of "innovation leading, market driving, robust protection,

and efficient transformation". We set intellectual property compliance objectives, carry

out intellectual property strategies, refine the intellectual property management

system, and enhance the Company's level of independent innovation, thereby

strengthening our competitive edge.

 Safety and Environmental Protection Compliance

Accelink remains steadfastly committed to safe and responsible development. We

reinforce foundational thinking and maintain keen awareness of red lines not to be

crossed. With a problem-focused, goal-oriented, and results-driven approach, we

deepen oversight of sources, systems, and operations comprehensively. Through

practical efforts, we transform mindsets and keep tight focus on addressing root

causes. In strengthening accountability chains, improving systems, updating methods,

and optimizing mechanisms for “radically eliminating hidden dangers,” we have

achieved much. Looking ahead, we will promote across-the-board modernization of

work safety governance frameworks and capabilities. We will spare no effort to

preempt and resolve major work safety risks, while prioritizing employee occupational

health and safety. By concentrating on elevating safety management standards,

fulfilling social responsibilities, and enabling sustainable, high-quality growth for the

Company, we aim to realize our vision.
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 Policy of conflict minerals

The exploitation of gold (Au), tantalum (Ta), tin (Sn), tungsten (W), cobalt (Co), and

other rare metals in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and its surrounding

countries and regions has led to serious human rights and environmental problems.

Since the sale of these minerals may provide financial support for the armed conflicts

in these countries, leading to instability in the region, they are called “conflict

minerals.”Accelink attaches great importance to the issue of conflict minerals and

does not use conflict minerals from those regions. Accelink also requires its suppliers

to extend this requirement to their sub-suppliers, and traces the origin of gold ,

tantalum tin, tungsten, and cobalt contained in all products.


